Abstract. Let G be the free abelian group with a countable number of generators. We construct a separable locally compact G-transformation space X without closed minimal invariant subsets, such that the corresponding C*-algebra C*(G, X) has the properties mentioned in the title. Using X we also give an example of a transformation space (G,Z) without closed minimal invariant subset, on which G acts freely.
a ->-ag the automorphism induced by g on 2£. The hull //(ker tt2) = // is a closed (Jinvariant subset of Z. Guichardet has proved in [4] that if Z is separable and tr is irreducible, then H is the closed hull cl (Gx) of an orbit Gx = {gx; g e G} of an element x eZ. This closure x~ =cl (Gx) depends only on ker If =p e Prim (G, Z); so there is a natural mapping a: Prim (G,Z)^(Z/G)ĩ nto the set (Z/G)~ of all orbit closures x~, xeZ. The projection x^ x~ defines a quotient topology on (Z/G)~ with respect to which a is continuous. If G is discrete, amenable and acts freely on Z (no gi^e in G has a fixed point), then a is a homeomorphism ([2, Corollary 5.16], [9, Théorème 5.15] ). If furthermore all orbits Gz are discrete in Z then ^*(G, Z) is postliminal [9, Théorème 7.7] .
Let G be the discrete free abelian group with free generators t", »=1,2,.... At first we will construct a countable locally compact transformation space (C7, X) without nonempty closed minimal (/-invariant subsets and with discrete orbits. Unfortunately G does not act freely on X, so we cannot apply Theorem 7.7 from [9] to prove that ^*(G, X) is postliminal. Fortunately it is easy to see directly that (€*(G, X) is postliminal without maximal closed ideals.
On the other hand it is even simpler to construct from X a separable locally compact transformation space (G, Z) without minimal closed invariant subspaces and free action of G, but with nondiscrete orbits. Now [2, Corollary 5.16] tells us that (€*(G, Z) has no maximal ideals.
Construction of(G, Z). For « = 0, 1, 2,... let cn = exp(7Ti2-n), c-n = cn, and let A be the closed hull of the set of all cn, ne Z, i.e. A = {1, Co, c±x, c±2,...}.
Then A is a closed subset of the unit circle T in the complex plane with 1 as the only accumulation point. Define a homeomorphism t of A by t1 = 1, TCn = cn+x.
We have lim^oo t"x=1 for every x e A and tx = x if and only if x= 1. Let X be the set of all sequences x = {xt}ieN of elements x¡ e A such that x¡^ 1 implies xi+1# 1 and Xj = Xj+x^l for almost all je N: x = {1, 1,..., l,xk, xk+i,...,x"x" x¡,...}, x, # 1 forj ^ k. It follows that rn is continuous. The same proof works for t"1, hence t" is a homeomorphism of X.
Let G be the group of transformations generated by all rn. It is easy to see that G is free abelian with the t" as free generators. Considering G as a discrete group, we now have a separable locally compact transformation space (G, X).
Let Fn be the subgroup generated by tx, t2, ..., t"_x. If x = {xt}, x¡=l for i<k,xkj=\, then Fk is the fixed group of x. To get a G-space with free action of G take the infinite Tihonov-product of circles T¡ = T: Y=T~[j°=x Tt. Take an element £ in T of infinite order, i.e. I = e2""", <p irrational, and define the action of t" e G on We only have to prove that an invariant closed subset A # 0 in Z contains an invariant closed nonempty proper subset.
The subset Xk of all x = {x¡} e X with x¡= 1 for ¡<k is closed and G-invariant, hence Zk= Xkx Y is closed and invariant in Z, furthermore C\k = xZk= 0. It follows that for the closed invariant nonempty subset A of Z there exists a least number n with A$.Zn+x. Take a = {x,y} e A with x = {l,..., 1, xn, xn+1,...}, *»# 1, J = {>'i} and choose a sequence {n¡} in N such that lim¡_M rn>yn=y'n exists. Then we have lim rni.vn= 1 in A, hence lim Tnn>a = a = {x', /} Ï-* 00 with x'={l, 1,..., 1, xn+x,.. .}, y' ={y't}, y\=yx if /#»■ Because /I is closed and C-invariant, a' is in A and also in Zn+X. This proves that A'' = A n Zn + 1 is a closed invariant nonempty proper subset of A. As a corollary of Theorem 1 we have f€*(G, Z) is a separable C*-algebra without maximal closed ideals.
Unfortunately ttf*(G, Z) is not postliminal, because the orbits of elements {x, y} with xx = \ are not discrete, see [9, Théorème 7.7] . On the other hand it is easy to see that all orbits in X are discrete, but G does not act freely on X, hence a is no longer a homeomorphism.
Anyhow we can prove Theorem 2. 'é*(G, X) is a postliminal separable C*-algebra without maximal closed ideals.
We will construct explicitly all irreducible unitary representations of si* = 'é*(G, X) and apply weak containment arguments to prove that no primitive ideal can be maximal. Of course we could use general theory to get the results but it is instructive and not hard to investigate Sé in a naive and direct way. We start with some remarks on (G, X). Let Fn be the subgroup of G generated by t¡, 1_7<w, and G" the complementary subgroup generated by the t¡ with i^n. We have G = Fn@ Gn and Cn = (rn) © Gn+X. For x = {x¡} 6 A'let n(x) be the least index n with xn# 1 and let l(x) be equal to the index /, for which xi -ct e A for almost all /. It is clear that Fnlx) is the fixed group of x and that a -> ax is a 1 :l-mapping of GnW onto the orbit Gx of x in X. Let x~ =cl (Gx) be the closed hull of the orbit of x. We have y ex~ if and only if n(y) â n(x) and l(y) = l(x), especially x~ = y~ if and only if x and y are in the same orbit, i.e. y = ax with a e G.
Proof. Let y e x~. Then clearly n(y)^n(x).
Because /(ax) = /(x) for all aeG and l(y) = l(z) for all ze Ue(y), we also have l(y) = l(x). On the other hand if «(j)ä/?(x), l(y) = l(x), there is a unique ß e GnW such that ßx and y have the same components y¡ for i^n(y). It is easy to see that lim,^« rkm_xßx=y.
If x~ =yt hen n(x) = n(y) and l(x) = l(y). But these equalities are necessary and sufficient for Gx = Gy.
It follows that the space X~ of orbit closures x~ is in a 1:1-correspondence with NxZ.
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Now let x e X, n = n(x), l=l(x) and let x be a character of Fn. If 9* is the homomorphism u -> u(x) from "^"(A) onto C, then the pair (y, <px) defines a covariant representation p of (Fn, X) resp. a unitary representation of ££\Fn, ^"(A)) in C: For «ei?1 p(«) = 2 ^(a)w(«)wnef» Let P be the representation of (G, A), resp. Sex(G, <€J(X)), resp. íí""(G, jf) induced by p. ^X(X) is liminal and Fn is the fixed group of <px, hence P is irreducible, see e.g. [7] . Let § be the Hubert space of P, that is the space of functions f: G -> C with Ç(ab) = x(a)Çib) for ûeF" and inner product i$\v) = Zgm0iFniiig)\vig)).
We have a unitary transformation r from ,<p onto /2(G") defined by 0-eXs) = ¿Or), ?6C». We claim that rP = Sr: For c = ab e G, a e Fn, b e Gn, and ?e § (Pi(c)t)(g) = tic-ig) = xia^ib-'g), hence, if g e Gn,
(rPxicMg) = MSib-ig) = (8x(c)r£)(g), similarly rP2(«) = S2(w)r for u e^^X). It is easy to see (and of course well known) that the class è of 8 depends only on the orbit Gx and therefore only on x, n = n(x) and l=l(x). This justifies the notation 8(x, «, /) for the class of S and also for the uniquely defined representation 8 itself.
Theorem 3. The mapping (x, n, I) -»■ 8(x, «, /) is one-to-one from the disjoint union Un°=i fn x Z, fn the character group of Fn (Fx = (e)), onto the dual space % of the C*-algebra cë = (€*(G, X). The images 8^€) for all 8e^ contain properly the compact operators, so that <€ is postliminal. Finally ker 8(x, «, /)cker 8'(x', n', I') if and only ifx -x'l^n, n^n', and 1=1'.
(For this theorem and the following discussion see e.g. [9, esp. §6].) Let 7r = (7T1,7T2) be an irreducible representation of (G, X) in a Hubert space £>. There exists x e A such that the hull of ker 7r2 is equal to the closure x~ of the orbit [September Gx, hence tt2 may be considered as a representation of(ê,K(x~), resp. v as a covariant representation of(G, x~). It is easy to see that the points gx are open inx~ and that the spectral measure {PM}, M borel in x~, associated with tt2 is concentrated on Gx. It follows that the family of orthogonal projectors Pg = Pigx), geGn has the sum 1. Let n = n(x), l=l(x). Because Fn acts trivially on x~ the -rrx(a), aeFn, commute with n2, hence with tt. It follows that Trx(a) = x(a) 1, where x is a character Then y = (yx, y2) and y' = (y'x, y'2) are well defined representations of (Gn, ^"(a:")), resp. ^\Gn, ^(x-)) in <f2(Gn) and ¿2(Gn) with y'(a) = x'(a)l for aeFn.n and similarly y'(w(u)) = 8'(u). Hence 8 = y o w and S' = y'»u and it suffices to prove ker y<=ker y', where y and y are considered as representations of ^*(Gn, <&ao(x~)). Let {eft}ftsG" be the standard basis of <f2(Gn). For u e ¿£\Gn, ^m(x~)) we have y(«K = 2 8iig)82Íuig))n = 2 «teX**)«»-1»
n Gn hence y(w) = 0 implies M(g)(«x) = 0 for all g and « in Gn. Thus u(g) vanishes on xf or all g e Gn, which means u = 0: y is faithful on S£\Gn, (ifaJ(x~)). But y is the representation induced by the representation <px: w-> w(x) of (€x(x~). It follows from [9, Théorème 4.11] that y is also faithful on (€*(Gn, c€ai(x~)), hence kery = 0<= ker y and Theorem 3 is proved.
